Phasor-assisted nanoscopy reveals differences in the spatial organization of major nuclear lamina proteins.
Phasor-assisted Metal Induced Energy Transfer-Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (MIET-FLIM) nanoscopy is introduced as a powerful tool for functional cell biology research. Thin metal substrates can be used to obtain axial super-resolution via nanoscale distance-dependent MIET from fluorescent dyes towards a nearby metal layer, thereby creating fluorescence lifetime contrast between dyes located at different nanoscale distance from the metal. Such data can be used to achieve axially super-resolved microscopy images, a process known as MIET-FLIM nanoscopy. Suitability of the phasor approach in MIET-FLIM nanoscopy is first demonstrated using nanopatterned substrates, and furthermore applied to characterize the distance distribution of the epithelial basal membrane of a biological cell from the gold substrate. The phasor plot of an entire cell can be used to characterize the full Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) trajectory as a large distance heterogeneity within the sensing range of about 100 nm from the metal surface is present due to the extended shape of cell with curvatures. In contrast, the different proteins of nuclear lamina show strong confinement close to the nuclear envelope in nanoscale. We find the lamin B layer resides in average at shorter distances from the gold surface compared to the lamin A/C layer located in more extended ranges. This and the observed heterogeneity of the protein layer thicknesses suggests that A- and B-type lamins form distinct networks in the nuclear lamina. Our results provide detailed insights for the study of the different roles of lamin proteins in chromatin tethering and nuclear mechanics.